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Convergence of Approximate Solutions
to Scalar Conservation Laws by Degenerate Diffusion.

PIERANGELO MARCATI (*)

0. Introduction.

This paper is concerned with the existence of weak solutions to
the scalar conservation laws

in the framework provided by Compensated Compactness theory re-
cently developed by Tartar [8], [9] and Di Pema [2]. We want to
show that the unique (see [17] or [18]) weak «entropic ~ solution
to (0.1) can be obtained by replacing the usual viscous approxima-
tion by means of the porous media operator. Namely, we are going
to study the limits as of the convective-parabolic equation

(*) Indirizzo dell’A.: Dipartimento di Matematica Pura e Applicata, Uni-
versita dell’Aquila, Via Roma 33, 67100 L’Aquila, Italy.

Partially supported by C.N.R.-G.N.A.F.A.
This paper is the definitive version of a preprint, with the same title dated

on November 1985. Part of these results have been communicated at the
« International Conference on Hyperbolic Equations and Related Topics »,
Padova, December 1985.
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This type of equation has been investigated by several authors, how-
ever, for our purposes we will, mainly, refer to the foundamental

papers of VoPpert and Hudjaev [11] and Osher and Ralston [7].
In particular in [7] the existence theory of traveling waves solu-

tions to (0.2) has been carried out revealing the advantage of using
the degenerate diffusive approximation (0.2) with respect to the usual
one. Indeed, the latter method provides an approximating solution
which, in some situations, coincides with the exact solution of (0.1)
outside a compact set (in the space variable, for fixed time), while
the perturbation effects of the usual viscosity, always yield to unde-
sired modifications of the far fields. This motivated further investi-

gations, towards possible numerical applications, particularly modifica-
tions of the classical Lax-Friedrichs monotone scheme to allow dege-
nerate diffusion operators. The convergence of such a scheme is in-

vestigated in a separate paper [19], together some complimentary
analytical results which include the case, not considered here, of the
fast diffusion operators.

The slow diffusion case considered here has a relevant property
which fails to be true in the case considered in [19], namely the fi-

niteness of the solutions support propagation speed, proved in sec-

tion 2 of this paper.
Finally it is interesting to notice how this property (although

proved in an elementary way) has been deduced without any posi-
tivity assumption on the initial datum. Let us recall that a bounded
measurable function u is called a weak solutions to (0.1 ) if and only
if, for all test functions 99 c- X R), one has

For physical as well as for mathematical reasons (we want the unique-
ness of the weak solution), u is required to satisfy the Lax Entropy
inequality (see [3]), for a given entropy pair (q, q).

Namely

for a convex entropy ?y: R - R and the related entropy q: R --~ R

(endowed by the relation q’(u) = 1J’(u) f’(u)). If (0.4) is fulfilled for
all convex q, therefore the Oleinik’s condition (E) holds (see [3]) and
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hence one has the uniqueness of the weak solution in LOO n BTT. In

particular we have the same solution obtained by means of the Lax [3]
representation formula or by vanishing viscosity method. Moreover,
if we solve the Hamilton-Jacobi equation ~+~(~)==0, the unique
viscosity solution (see P. L. Lions [4]) provides, by setting vx = u,
the entropy solution to (0.1).

From the physical point of view, this result describes the behav-
ior of the solution of the convective porous media equation in terms
of the solution to the related conservation law, when the permeabil-
ity of the medium tends to zero.

The main result of this paper is the following

THEOREM. Assume that C" function and f (0) = 0.
Let us denote by US the solution to the convective porous media equation

Then, extracting if necessary a szcbsequence, we can f ind U E Loo
such that us ~ u, *-weakly in .L°°, and u is a weak solution to the scalar
conseravtion Law

Moreover if there is no interval on which f is affine, then, taking even-
tually ac subsequence,

strongly in Lp, tor all p  -f - 00. In this case, for all entropy pair
(~, q), with convex 77, u satisfies the .Lax entropy inequality

in the sense of distributions.
The proof will be done in section 4.

1. Compensated compactness.

We shall recall, briefly, some basic ideas recently developed by
Tartar [8], [9] and Murat [5], that can be considered the main tool
of this paper.
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By first, we recall the relations occurring between the weak star
convergence in L°° and the theory of L. C. Young probability meas-
ures. Let D c RN and a sequence in L(D, Rm) such that

and there exists a relatively compact open set D, such that

Then a family of probability measures can be found, such that,
for every continuous function .F’ : Rm -+ R, one has (extracting, if neces-
sary, a subsequence)

where, we set

If v. = ~u~x~, a.e. in x therefore un -~ u, strongly in L2,, for every
p  + oo and viceversa.

Assume that, for all convex n, one has

hence, in particular,

by virtue of a result due to Van Hove [10] and Tartar [8], we are
able to say

where
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Therefore, we have (dropping the indices x in vz)

Using this relation Tartar [8] achieved the following result.

PROPOSITION. (1.1 ) Let Q be a bounded open set in R X R+ and let f
be a real valued C-1 f unction de f ined in R. Suppose that is a se-

quence of f unctions such that u~ ~ u, w* in LOO(Q) and for all convex
R -&#x3E; R in the class C2

where q is defined by the relation q’(u) = n’(u)f’(u). Then

In addition if there is no interval in which f is affine, then, extracting
if necessary a subsequence

The proof of this result may be found in Tartar [8] or in the book
of Dacorogna [1].

We wish to remark that in the above result, the limit in (1.9)
has been achieved without making any restriction on the function f
but it suffices to say that u is a weak solution to (0.1). If, in addi-
tion, we are interested to verify the entropy inequality, we are forced
to impose some extra conditions on f . These conditions, however,
are sufficiently general to cover the genuine nonlinear case and the
case f(u) = U2" p &#x3E; 1.

In the paper of Tartar [8] the above result has been applied to
prove the convergence of the viscous approximate solutions to the
admissible solution to (0.1).

The result of Di Perna [2] for systems is more difficult, but it can
be expressed in a similar way. Moreover in [2] the method of com-
pensated compactness has been used to get the convergence of se-

veral numerical schemes.
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2. Propagation results.

This section is devoted to prove a result of finite propagation
speed for the parabolic degenerate convective equation (0.2). In this
result seems to be crucial the assumption that f is a C’ function.
Indeed this result is known to be false when f (u) = uP and 0  p  1,
how proved Diaz and Kersner [12]. Let T &#x3E; 0, we shall consider
t E [0, T]. In the sequel we shall drop the index B in us. Denote by

and by

One has .E[v] = 0 in the sense of distribution.
If we set

we can determine a positive y(t) such that

Indeed, for all x E {x2 ~ y~(t)~, one has

where = g ( T) &#x3E; 0 is determined in the following way. Owing to
the results of [7] and [11] the functions
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are bounded, therefore we can find T) &#x3E; 0 such that

Hence it is natural to assume

moreover let us denote by

therefore if we choose y(t) as the solution of the following Cauchy
Problem

we obtain .E[vJ ~ 0. This implies that (2.4) holds. In this way the

following result has been proved.

PROPOSITION. Let m &#x3E; 1, uo a continuous function 2vith compact sup-
port, therefore there exists a f unction ~’ : R --~ R+ such that for all t &#x3E; 0

. We observe that the above result does not provide any
existence theorem concerning the nature of the « interfaces ». In the

case of positive solutions, we refer for a more accurate analysis to
Diaz and Kersner [12] [13], Gilding [14], Gilding and Peletier [15],
Di Benedetto [16].

3. « A priori n estimates.

This section deals with some « a priori » bounds on the amplitude
of the solutions to the convective diffusive equation
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Even in this section we shall write u in place of u8 to denote the so-
lutions to (3.1).

Before to go further, we recall some regularity results proved by
Vol’pert and Hudjaev [11] and by Osher and Ralston [7]. They
proved that [T(t) uo] (x) = u(x, t) is a nonlinear contraction semigroup
in Ll and ux, ut are in where = exp [-I(1+ x2)].
Moreover one has is in dx dt).

The next proposition regards the existence of an L°° bound for u,
independent from E.

PROPOSITION. (3.1) Assume that uo is continuous and has a compact
support, therefore one has

I f in addition uo E L2, 7 then

and for all

where

PROOF. Let k &#x3E; 0 and « multiply » the equation (3.1) by the test
function t) = t) j - k)+. In the interior of t) &#x3E; k}, one
has

Hence
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Repeating the same calculus on the interior of {u(x, t) 6- k}, one has

where

Therefore integrating on t)~ &#x3E; k} and using the results of sec-
tion 2, 7 it follows

An integration in t, yealds

If we choose

the following inequality holds

namely

The estimates (3.3) and (3.4) are easily achieved by choosing k = 0,
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namely

where ’YJo(u) = lul2
An additional information can be deduced for the genuine non-

linear case.

PROPOSITION. (3.2) If the function f verifies the genuine nonlinearity
condition fn (u) =1= 0, for every u E lt, there exists K &#x3E; 0 such that

where v = provided that 

PROOF. Since uo &#x3E; 0 one has t) ~ 0. Define g(v) by the relation

If we set

one has ZM = 0 in the sense of distribution. Then it follows

without loss of generality, y we may assume /~)&#x3E;x&#x3E;0, hence by a
standard computation, one has

Therefore if we choose K = 2/am, by (3.15) it follows the inequali-
ty (3.14).
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4. Entropy estimates and main theorem.

We want to prove now, that for all convex entropy q, with en-
tropy fiug q, one has

for every 
By first we « multiply » our approximating equation (0.2) by r¡’(u),

then

Let us define i therefore

In order to prove (4.1), we shall use a lemma due to Murat [5] (see
also Tartar [8]) .

LEMMA. (4.1 ) Let Q be an open bounded set of RN and let a

sequence of distribution satisfying

(a) is a bounded subset of for some r &#x3E; 2.

(b) = + In, where is relatively compact in 
and is bounded in the space of Radon measures M(Q).

Then is relatively compact in W-l,2(Q).
Let we shall denote by

where, for brevity we wrote u in place of u6n .

One has
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hence we find

Because of the inequality (3.4), we obtain

The above inequality, together the estimates of proposition (3.1 ), im-
plies that

which is sufficient to ensure the precompactness of in W-1&#x3E;2

Moreover, by (3.4), we know that

belongs to a bounded set of 
is in a bounded set of 

therefore (xn(u)) is in a bounded set of Since c(S2), we M
obtain that is a bounded sequence in M(Q).

Finally, it is easily checked that is a bounded sequence
in in view of the boundedness of ~~(~c)~ and {q(u)} in 

By applying the proposition (1.1) we complete the proof of the
main result. Indeed we obtain that the approximating solution con-
verge, strongly in Lp, to the weak solution of (0.1). Let us consider
a test function q E Co (R X l!~+), q &#x3E; 0, therefore one has (dropping, as
above, the index B in the solution u6 of (0.2))
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Since, using the estimates of proposition (3.1), one has

then, as the Lax entropy inequality is fulfilled in for every
.

REMARK 1. The above results may be easily generalized to the
f ollowing equation

where p verifies

REMARK 2. The paper of Osher and Ralston [7] investigates the
existence of a travelling wave solution to (0.2) connecting the two
constant states u- and u+ of a simple shock for (0.1). As a consequence
of our result, these travelling wave solutions converge, in the sense
precised in the above results, towards the simple shock wave as 6

tends to zero.
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